
Captives

Helping captives flourish

Award-winning underwriting and data 
management platform for captives

Flexible technology from Websure enables smoother workflow, 
delivers substantial processing efficiencies and can reduce the 
overhead costs of administering captive business.

Producing clear, accurate management information can be labor 
intensive, involve complex processes, utilize multiple spreadsheets, 
and is open to human errors and inaccuracies.

Captives in any domicile can now manage the administration of 
their entire portfolio from one single secure database.

Websure helps captive organizations capture, manage and analyse 
all risk and insurance data, across all classes of business, within a 
single, online platform. Data is unified, standardized, validated, 
securely stored and accessed. Easy dashboard access allows 
effortless data interrogation, in turn enabling more effective risk 
assessment decisions, better solvency modeling and more timely 
reporting - ideal for firms running multiple or single entity models in 
a risk management, captive or a captive management capacity.

flexible by design
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Captives

Streamline workflow, gain operational efficiency, increase productivity and benefit from accurate 
and timely reporting with Websure for captives.

Contact us to learn how Websure 
can help your captive flourish:

Websure at a glance:

Automated Workflow

Accounting Interface

Claims Control

Real-Time Reporting

Multi Everything

Genuine Flexibility

Comprehensive Audit

Cloud Capable

Web Portal Access

Product Builder

White Labeling

Dynamic Websites

Online Distribution

Device Responsive

E Commerce Enabled

Multi-Channel

Functionally rich, fully automated efficient policy document administration and 
management, tailored for straight through processing of your business.
Generate documents with one click throughout the entire policy lifecycle: quotes, policies, 
binders, wordings, endorsements, cancellations and renewals at the click of the button.

Robust interface to support invoicing, fund collections, claims and data export for 
reporting and export to P&L account.

Complete claims management solution.

Robust reporting suite, advanced data warehouse and MI dashboards for accurate, 
real-time reporting and timely picture of your aggregated position.

Multi authorized users, multi-jurisdiction, multi-tax, multi-language, multi-class, 
multi-currency.
Manage multiple clients with multi-ledger, multi-company entity.

Flexibility to accommodate underwriting and capital innovations, new territories and new 
governance environments.

A wide range of features to support compliance, security and visibility.

Deploy business anywhere with secure cloud technology.

Secure self-management for captive managers, clients and trading partners: gives instant 
risk visibility and enables on the spot quoting, processing and reporting.

Build single or multi-sections products in-house with ease.

Tailored branding and white labeling.

WebX enables the straightforward configuration of new websites.

Publish products online, cross and upsell.

Configured to scale for mobiles, tablets and desktops.

Full life-cycle online trading.

Multi-channel modeling; centralize and distribute B2B and B2C products.
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Websure
1st Floor

The Royal Exchange
London

EC3V 3LN 

T: +44 (0)20 7977 8255
E: info@websure.com 
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